
CRACKED ESSAY

The resulting essay was a strong and patriotic argument for why the government Ryan Menezes is an editor and
interviewer here at Cracked.

This philosophy fitted on to my early adult life, when I saw the improbable, the implausible, often the
"impossible," come true. One day, I was hiking down the well-trodden track from the lookout to the tent site,
with tools strapped to my back and a water bottle strapped to my hip, when I nearly ran into a mountain lion,
right there on the trail. I opened my mouth and I made the sound that the big cat made. As one of their editors
and, briefly, as a call-center agent I had a front row seat to the seedy world of academic cheating. Each
morning, the river told me secrets. It wasn't Lenin, and it wasn't God. And you're trying to be a little puny
individual. And then broad, treacherous rapids. This always confused me and made me want to go out and get
drunk, but this man had seen the game, analyzed it, and beaten it, and his word was good enough for me. Getty
Images Years later I realized that my failure as a big shot in college was all rightâ€”instead of serving on
committees, I took a beating on English poetry; when I got the idea of what it was all about, I set about
learning how to write. Here Smith really does seem to feel free: free to riff, link, converse, think aloud, and
occasionally light out for the territory. People still read, if only Professor Canby's book of the
monthâ€”curious children nosed at the slime of Mr. The quiet prowl of mountain lions â€” always worried
about but rarely seen. The loping curve of his shoulder blades rippled and swayed. In this you can try to
estimate what has been sheared away and what is left. In its impact this blow was more violent than the other
two but it was the same in kindâ€”a feeling that I was standing at twilight on a deserted range, with an empty
rifle in my hands and the targets down. Cougars, like house cats, have highly specific digestive requirements,
and highly exacting needs to fuel the delicately tuned, muscular machinery of their bodies. When a new sky
cut off the sun last spring, I didn't at first relate it to what had happened fifteen or twenty years ago. Nothing is
wasted. The first sort of breakage seems to happen quickâ€”the second kind happens almost without your
knowing it but is realized suddenly indeed. According to an article by Murrey Marder and Chalmers M. The
conjurer's hat was empty. We listen to the rivers as they whisper. What was the small gift of life given back in
comparison to that? It transpired, through an X-ray taken a dozen years later, that it had been tuberculosisâ€”a
mild case, and after a few months of rest I went back to college. Coming face to face with mountain lion feels
like a crack in the world â€” the Kracken shattering the skin of the ocean; a dragon peeling off the top of the
sky, as though it was the pith of an orange.


